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Furrow irrigation systems are more difficult to automate than border and other surface flooding systems, and therefore have received less attention in automatic irrigation development. Border systems are easy to automate because the field topography allows the stream of water to be evenly distributed over the soil surface. When furrows are used, however, the irrigation stream must be uniformly divided into many small streams directed into individual furrows. This requires furrow flow regulating devices or controls, in addition to check and turnout structures.

Some of the functions performed by the irrigator in conventional systems, such as adjusting stream sizes, clearing trash, and patrolling the field for leakage, ditch breaks, and nonuniform water distribution cannot be performed by an automatic system. The need for these checks must be eliminated by system design. Design procedures and methods of system analysis being developed by various investigators (1, 3, 6, 8, 11, 18) are helpful in accomplishing this.

Improved irrigation efficiency and water savings from automatic irrigation result from terminating irrigation when the water-holding capacity of the soil is satisfied. Although water savings may be realized, automation usually will be sold because of its convenience and labor- and time-saving features. Different methods of automatically distributing water into irrigation furrows are discussed in this paper, with emphasis on evaluating an automatic cutback furrow system.

Automatic Cutback Furrow Irrigation System

Description and Operation

Because initial soil intake rates are normally high, a large stream is required to wet a furrow through its length in a short period of time. The furrow stream size may be reduced or cut back when the field begins to produce runoff. This can result in a more uniform water application with reduced runoff. It is not usually practiced because of the increased labor required and the problem of handling the excess water. Procedures for designing an automatic cutback furrow irrigation system were presented by Carton (7). When designed and operated to satisfy field conditions, this system is very efficient in the use of water. Irrigation labor can be almost eliminated when the semi-automatic drawstring check developed at the USDA Snake River Conservation Research Center is used.

An example of an automatic cutback furrow irrigation system is shown in Fig. 1. Water is distributed to individual furrows through metal or plastic furrow tubes installed in the side of the ditch. Sheet metal orifices and circular and rectangular weir outlets also have been tested for use instead of the furrow tubes (2, 15). Water flows onto the field from two bays or ditch sections simultaneously, with a high initial or primary flow from the downstream bay outlets and a reduced or cutback secondary flow from the upstream bay outlets. A timer-controlled check dam placed at the end of each bay releases water into the next bay downstream halfway through the irrigation set. Primary and secondary furrow stream sizes can be determined by actual field trials or by procedures outlined by Bishop et al (3), by Bondurant (4), or Wilkie and Smerdon (17). Furrow streams can be automatically cut back by sequentially lowering the water depth over ditch openings as shown in Fig. 1 or by manipulating a supplemental supply flow as proposed by Bondurant (4). The supplemental flow, pumped from a storage reservoir or recirculating system or simply a portion of the normal farm irrigation supply, is added to the field supply flow during the primary flow phase of the irrigation. The flow is then automatically terminated to reduce the stream size during the secondary flow phase.

The amount of water applied during the same irrigation period will be less with a cutback system than with a noncutback system. When two groups of furrows, with n furrows in each group, are irrigated with a constant supply flow as shown in Fig. 1 so that the furrow stream is reduced from primary to secondary flow halfway through the irrigation set, the percentage reduction in the amount of water applied, $P_q$ (no change in time), as compared to irrigation without cutback streams will be

$$P_q = \frac{Q - Q_{ch}}{Q} \times 100 = \frac{1 - r}{2} \times 100 \tag{1}$$

where

$Q =$ supply flow without cutback streams (and primary supply flow) distributed to $n$ furrows

$Q_{ch} = n(1 + r)q_1 =$ constant supply flow for cutback system divided into $n$ primary and $n$ secondary furrow streams

$r = q_2/q_1$ where $q_2 =$ the secondary flow per furrow and $q_1 =$ the primary flow per furrow (or the flow if no cutback is used).

An automatic cutback system can sometimes be used to improve irrigation efficiency in a given field by decreasing the advance time, thereby enabling a reduction in total time. In this case, the supply flow would be divided into two portions providing a primary flow larger than the original furrow stream size and a secondary flow smaller than the original. Both deep percolation and runoff can be reduced in this way. The percentage of water that can be saved, $P_t$ (Q constant), by changing the duration of a set with cutback irrigation is:

$$P_t = \frac{t - t_{ch}}{t} \times 100 = \frac{t - t_{ch}}{t} \tag{2}$$

Fig. 1 Automatic cutback furrow irrigation system in concrete-lined ditch
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where
\[ t = t_c + t_e - t_a \]
\[ t_{ob} = t + t_{reb} - t_a \]
\[ t_e = \text{contact time required to fill soil root zone} \]
\[ t_a = \text{advance time of the furrow stream from the upper end of the furrow to the lower end with noncutback system} \]
\[ t_{reb} = \text{advance time with cutback system where supply flow is divided into } nq_1 \text{ and } nq_2 \text{ streams} \]
\[ t_{rec} = \text{stream recession time} \]

If \( R = t_e/t_a \) as used by Bishop et al. (3), equation [2] can be written as:

\[ P_1 = \frac{1}{R - 1/R_{ob}} \times 100 \quad \text{[3]} \]

where \( R_{ob} = t_e/t_{reb} \)

If \( t_e \) is small, the term \( t_e/t_a \) in equation [3] as functions of \( R \) and \( R_{ob} \) are shown in Fig. 2.

Field Tests

An experimental automatic cutback system was installed at the Research Center to field test timer-controlled structures and to evaluate this type of system. Hooded inlet furrow tubes cut from 1-in. galvanized pipe were installed on 2-ft spacings in the side of an 18-in. deep, experimental steel-lined ditch with three 32-ft level bays. The design supply flow was 0.36 cfs, with a primary furrow streamflow of 6.5 gpm, and a secondary flow of 3.5 gpm. The soil was a silt loam with a 500-ft length of run, and a field slope of about 1 percent.

A second system installed by a farmer in a 2600-ft concrete-lined ditch near Ault, Colorado, was also evaluated. Hooded inlet furrow tubes cut from 2-in. galvanized and 2-in. plastic pipe were installed on 30-in. spacings in the side of the 20-in. deep ditch in bays 73 ft long. The lined-ditch grade ranged from 0.15 to 0.2 percent. The design supply flow was 2.4 cfs, with a primary furrow flow of 27 gpm and a secondary flow of 9 gpm. The soil was a sandy loam with a field length-of-run of 850 ft and about 3 percent slope.

Portable timer-controlled irrigation checks were used in both systems. Those in the Research Center system were left in place during the season, while six units were used along the entire 2600-ft length of the second system. These checks and other timer-controlled structures developed at the Research Center are described elsewhere (9).

Test Results

Installation—Installing furrow tubes in the side of a concrete-lined ditch is a problem. The tube locations in a new ditch may be scored before the concrete sets. Afterwards, holes must be punched in the lining and the tubes grouted in place. Another method used is to push short cylindrical tubes into the "green" concrete. The furrow tubes are grouted in place within these short tubular casings. A satisfactory method of installing furrow tubes in an existing lined ditch has not been developed. Sheet metal orifices and weir notches, and rectangular notches in the top of the lining are less costly to install, but erosion and frost heaving caused by wet soil adjacent to the ditch lining may be problems.

Measurements were taken in the Colorado system to determine elevation variations to be expected during normal installation of furrow tubes in a concrete ditch and their effect upon the discharge. Using a ponded water surface as a reference, the distance between the top of eighty-seven 2-in.-diameter submerged furrow tube inlets and the water surface was measured. These measurements were taken in four different sections or bays of the ditch. Deviations from the mean tube elevations within each of the bays ranged from zero to 0.54 in., with a standard deviation for all tubes of 0.18 in. Changing the design operating head by ± one standard deviation resulted in only 4 percent variation in computed primary flow discharge and up to 39 percent variation in secondary flow discharge for 2-in. tubes. For 1-in. tubes the computed discharge variations were < 3 percent and < 9 percent, respectively. The maximum measured deviation of 0.54 in. resulted in discharge variations of < 12 percent and 14 percent as 71 percent for primary and secondary flow, respectively, for 2-in. tubes. Corresponding variations for 1-in. tubes were < 9 percent and < 30 percent. Thus, elevation errors during installation have a small effect upon the primary flows but are magnified in the secondary flows; the effects are greater with larger tubes. To minimize these flow variations, above-average care should be exercised during installation. The smallest practical tube size should be used, with the head or water depth over the inlet as large as possible. This should be consistent with other requirements of the system and without having excessively high and erosive exit velocities. Trash accumulation at the inlet also is minimized if the tube inlets are submerged.

Elevation errors during installation are more critical for rectangular notches and weir crests in the side of a ditch than for orifices and furrow tubes. Greater variations in discharge result because of the weir head-discharge relationships. Construction tolerances should be kept as small as possible and the smallest practical notch width used with this type of outlet.

Rigid Design—A disadvantage of the automatic cutback furrow system is its rigid design. A furrow tube spacing must be selected corresponding to the narrowest furrow spacing expected for the crops to be grown. Then, if a subsequent crop row-spacing does not correspond with the furrow tube spacing, some tubes may be blocked off and not used during a particular season. Bay length is also fixed.

Another problem associated with the system's rigid design is the effect of varying soil intake rates. These vary seasonally and with different cropping and tillage practices. The Research Center system was designed using soil intake rates measured on nearby plots to determine the size of the initial and cutback streams. The first crop irrigated was alfalfa. The stream sizes proved adequate during establishment of the crop when the furrows were clean. However, after the crop was established and the furrow roughness increased, the stream sizes were too small. This sometimes resulted in inadequate irrigation at the lower end of the plots.

Because of the system's rigid design, the stream sizes could not be changed much. When the crop was changed from alfalfa to beans, the crop change in addition to unequal tractor-wheel traffic again resulted in different soil intake rates. Water in some rows reached the end of the field in a short time, while the same stream in loose, noncompacted rows barely reached the end of the field in the normal irrigation time. The second year beans were planted, 1969, tractor wheel traffic was more evenly distributed and the soil intake rates were more uniform. The stream sizes were adequate and, in fact, were slightly reduced from the design flows. Thus the design was adequate for some conditions, but not for others.

The same difficulty was encountered with the farmer's system in Colorado when irrigating corn. The field intake
rate was increased from that existing at the time the system was designed by different cultural practices and by the addition of an increased amount of crop residue material. The design stream size was too small at the higher intake rates.

Because changes in soil intake rates are common, the system needs greater flexibility. This can be provided by:
(a) using adjustable furrow tubes; or
(b) designing for the maximum expected stream size and then providing a means of reducing it, if needed. A commercial adjustable plastic furrow tube that can be used is shown in Fig. 3. Inexpensive plastic tube reducers which fit on the end of either siphon or furrow tubes also can be used. The reducers shown in Fig. 4 were used in the Research Center system to slightly reduce the stream size during the 1969 season. When furrow stream sizes are reduced from the design, corresponding changes in the supply flow or lengths of bays must also be made; however, changes in bay lengths are not practical.

Field Operation and Irrigation Efficiency—Water application data were analyzed from the Colorado system to determine operational characteristics. The discharge from ten furrow tubes was measured with small V-shaped measuring flumes during both the primary and secondary flow phase of the irrigation with two supply flows. At the approximate design flow rate (~3.4 percent of design flow) the primary flow discharge charge was ~3.1 percent while the secondary flow was ~5.3 percent of the design flow. When the supply flow was reduced further so that the primary flow was ~18.5 percent, the secondary flow was ~51.6 percent of the design flow. Thus the system should be operated with the supply flow as near the design flow as possible to minimize secondary flow variations.

Water application, runoff and soil moisture data from the Research Center system indicate that an irrigation efficiency as high as 75 to 80 percent may be obtained. Higher efficiencies were obtained with some irrigations when timing was optimum. Irrigation duration depends upon the amount of soil moisture depletion. Setting the timer on the semiautomatic checks for the same time each irrigation does not give the same irrigation efficiency when the soil moisture depletion between irrigations is different. Alfalfa harvesting operations, for example, often interrupt regular irrigation schedules and, consequently, soil moisture depletion between irrigations usually is different. Therefore, different irrigation time periods are required. These can be provided with the timer-controlled checks, but are rarely used in normal practice.

Runoff from the Research Center system ranged from 8 to 24 percent. Expressing the runoff from a system using cutback streams as a percentage of the water applied does not give a true comparison with a noncutback system because of the smaller amount applied with the cutback system.

Noncutback Furrow Irrigation Systems

Outlet in Supply Ditch

The primary problem in automating conventional furrow systems is that of obtaining uniform water distribution in all furrows. One method of doing this is to place furrow tubes, either plain or gated, in the side of an irrigation ditch similar to the automatic cutback system. Irrigation is accomplished by increasing the water depth in the ditch until it covers the inlet ends of the tubes and then releasing it into the next section downstream with an automatic structure. Adjustable, or gated, plastic furrow tubes (Fig. 3) have been more satisfactory than galvanized metal tubes.

The moveable slides on the metal tubes tested, after being used for a time, became very difficult to adjust and in many cases were inoperable. Gated tubes usually are adjusted at the beginning of the season and, except for minor adjustments, require no further attention. When plain furrow tubes are used, the plastic flow reducers shown in Fig. 4 may be used for flow adjustment. Lined ditches are normally used because furrow tubes in an unlined ditch interfere with ditch cleaning. When plastic tubes are used, weeds are controlled chemically rather than by burning because of possible damage to the tubes.

Notched openings or slots in the top of a lined ditch are sometimes used to admit water into furrows. The system shown in Fig. 5 uses gravel at each outlet to control erosion at the head of each furrow. The last irrigation of the season is completed early enough to allow the soil near the ditch to drain and dry out enough to prevent frost heaving of the lining during the winter.

Vee flume-type outlets about 2-ft long placed at the top of a steel lined ditch have also been tested. An advantage over the notch openings is that water is conveyed a short distance from the lining before being discharged into the furrows. Because the openings were close to the top of the ditch, freeboard was limited when water was checked.
Furrows were tested for controlling the ditch. Mated border-type openings in the head to the distribution ditch through automatic slope is relatively flat. Water is supplied ditch, and also where the head ditch cases, these provided adequate flow and had either V-notch, rectangular were made from galvanized sheet metal and notch, or circular openings. In some flow into furrows from a distribution system contained a series of small plastic furrows if a means is provided to control in individual furrows. This system can be operated automatically by checking the water to a depth over the inlet ends of the feed pipe and then automatically releasing the water to a level below the feed pipe openings in the manifold wall.

Automatic furrow irrigation systems unique to the irrigation of sugarcane in Hawaii are described by Reynolds (12).

**LABOR REQUIREMENTS AND SAVINGS**

The Colorado automatic cutback system with semiautomatic checks reduced labor requirements about 92 percent compared to siphon tube irrigation. Six portable checks were moved from one location to another and reset twice a day. Each move required an average of 17% min with about 13% min needed to place each check in the ditch and reset it for the next irrigation. The area irrigated was 8.5 acres per set. A sufficient number of checks are needed with this system so that they require moving only once or twice each day.

Labor performance data are presented in Table 2 for several types of nonautomated and semiautomated systems using clocks and timers and are indicative of the savings which can result from the use of automated surface irrigation systems. Data from a study conducted in Utah by Strong (14) also are included. The Utah data are an average for lined ditches using concrete turnouts and headgates for both row and sod crops. Labor savings will vary with the length of run, structure spacing, field layout, slope, and other factors. The labor required for the automatic cutback furrow system is greater than for the Nevada and New Zealand flooding systems because the check dam was portable. If enough checks were used to remain in place, or if permanent structures were used, the labor required would be less.

Labor requirement data for fully automatic systems are not available. Labor for these systems will be primarily that required for periodic inspections, patrolling of the system, and maintenance.

**ECONOMICS**

Based on the labor savings and installation costs of the 2800-ft Colorado system, an economic analysis was made between an automatic cutback system and one using siphon tubes with a concrete-lined ditch. The following data were used:

Cost of 18-in. concrete-lined ditch = $1.70/ft

Installation costs for 2 in. furrow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Irrigation System</th>
<th>Average labor requirements per acre per irrigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Irrigation System</strong></td>
<td>Nonautomated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330-660 length of run</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660-880 length of run</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>880 or more length of run</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Colorado (corn)</strong></td>
<td>0.4-0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nevada (alfalfa)</strong> (10)</td>
<td>0.5*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Zealand (pasture)</strong> (16)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hawaii (sugarcane)</strong> (13)</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilly terrain steep slopes</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level-level ditch system mild slopes</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Assumed same as for New Zealand system, since both are similar.

Fig. 6 Adjustable plastic furrow tubes in a distribution ditch
tubes: Material $0.54/tube
Installation 1.43/tube
$1.97/tube

Structure spacing = 75 ft
Length of run = 880 ft
Furrow tube spacing = 2.5 ft
Cost of semiautomatic check = $40.00

Minimum irrigation interval = 8 days
Average number of irrigations per year = 7
Irrigator cost = $2.25/hr
Minimum labor required:
0.5 man hr/acre per irrigation with siphon tubes
0.034 man hr/acre per irrigation with automatic cutback system
and semiautomatic checks
Assumed life of concrete lining = 15 years
Assumed life of semiautomatic check = 5 years
Interest rate for amortization = 8 percent
Cost for 60 - 2 in. plastic siphon tubes = $1.02/tube
Cost for 2 manual ditch checks = $7.25/check

With these assumptions, the cost of the lined ditch with tubes installed was $2.49/ft or $124.50/acre. A comparison of the annual fixed and operating costs per acre for the two systems is given in the following tabulation with operation and maintenance costs common to both systems not included:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Automatic cutback system</th>
<th>Siphon tubes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>with lined system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual fixed costs/acre</td>
<td>$15.38</td>
<td>$10.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual operating &amp; maint./acre</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>7.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total annual costs/acre</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
<td>$18.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The estimated annual operating cost was $2.05/acre less with the automatic cutback system than with siphon tubes. Thus, the cost of the system can be justified from labor savings alone, with all other savings extra. Other potential benefits include: water savings, less fertilizer leached, less soil erosion, greater convenience, and in some areas decreased drainage hazards. Increased crop yields may also be realized on some farms with an improvement in irrigation efficiency. The per-acre annual fixed costs shown above will vary inversely for other lengths of run.

Another way of determining the value of labor saved by automation is to determine the present capital investment which can be made to reduce labor costs. The capital investment having an annual repayment cost just equal to the annual labor savings at 8 percent interest for an expected life of 5, 10, and 15 years is shown in Fig. 7.

**SUMMARY**

Methods and techniques are being developed for automating furrow irrigation systems to achieve more efficient water use and to save labor. One way of accomplishing this is with an automatic cutback furrow irrigation system. The amount of water applied and the surface runoff can be reduced when cutback furrow streams are used. An evaluation of two automatic cutback field installations using semiautomatic check dams indicated that the secondary or cutback streamflow was sensitive to head variations caused by a varying supply flow and furrow inlet elevation errors. To minimize these variations, furrow tubes or inlet openings should be installed as close to design elevation as possible and the system operated with the design supply flow. The system should be designed with flexibility in adjusting stream sizes to compensate for soil intake rate variations. With proper timing, irrigation efficiencies of 75 to 80 percent can be obtained.

Noncutback furrow irrigation systems can be automated by using furrow tubes, gated pipe or other devices for water distribution into furrows and automatic structures for sequencing the water supply from one set to another.

Labor requirements can be reduced as much as 90 percent using semiautomatic systems. An economic analysis indicated that an automatic cutback furrow irrigation system will pay for itself from labor savings alone. Other benefits such as water and fertilizer savings and convenience are extra.
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